
Dubai Carbon is on the look out for Sustainable Bloggers for our industry leading publications. If you 
walk the green walk and talk the green talk, it’s time to pen that passion on recycled paper (and online 
too!) and become part of sustainable bloggers’ community for The Sustainabilist.

We’re looking for passionate green minded keyboard happy writers to stream their contributions 
straight into our publications. Whether you have previous writing or journalism experience or not, we 
want to hear from you. With your help, we want to keep sustainability exciting by covering the region’s 
top stories. Whether it’s a project you’ve heard about or are personally working on. Whether its an 
environmental issue which you think needs more attention. Whether it’s good work in the region which 
deserves much more recognition, we want you to cover, report and write.

You may be a stay-at-home mum, or an engineer or a scientist or a corporate executive with 
no professional sustainability experience. We want to hear from you all. We are looking to build 
an empowered community of Sustainable Bloggers to be the voices of the region. With your 
contributions, we want to blend the facts and figures with the opinions and thought leadership of the 
entire green community.

The role of a Sustainable Storyteller is freelance and autonomous. We don’t want you to be sat in 
the office for 8 hours a day churning out average articles for the sake of content. We wish to create 
a community of bloggers which we would invite to events or to interview VIP’s or simply to research 
topics. It will be a ‘pay as you go’ type engagement where rather than a stipend, we have a cost-
recovery fee for all contributors based on approved content word count.

If yes, get in touch with us at 
tellmeyourstory@dcce.ae

About The Publication
The Sustainabilist is the regions leading monthly environmental magazine, showcasing best in class 
sustainability pioneers and leaders within the region. With an aim of educating, empowering and 
encouraging readers to invest in a sustainable future, The Sustainabilist is the GCC’s most widely read 
green publication. Each month our theme changes, covering a variety of aspects ranging from water 
and energy to technology and tourism.

WE  NEED YOU!
Join Dubai Carbon.

Sustainable Bloggers’ Community

If you are interested please apply at:
http://dcce.ae/careers/

https://www.ondemandassessment.com/link/index/JB-CNWMPR4GY?u=168115

